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The Insight + Inspiration Series from Tether Tools kicks off with our 

Creative Uses of Off-Camera Flash guide, featuring eight articles on light-

ing from master portrait and wedding photographers. Go behind-the-

scenes in a New York City stairwell for a portrait shoot with a ballerina, 

out to Joshua Tree National Park for an engagement photo session, in a 

dark alley for a fire whip themed shoot, and much more.

VOLUME 1
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Lighting a Wedding 
Venue Without 
Stands

MULTIPLE LIGHTS, IN MULTIPLE PLACES CREATE 
MORE VOLUME AND MORE DRAMA IN YOUR SHOTS

When you walk into any reception, you 
need to quickly assess the situation, and 
make a decision on HOW you are going 
to light it, and then set up your gear. It 
can be fast-paced at that moment, and 
there is no greater photography fear than 
walking into a reception hall and not be-
ing sure if you can capture the moments 
the way you envision them.

In this video, photographer Jared Platt 
toured a wedding reception hall and 
shows in this video how to light the en-
tire venue using no lightstands. “The 
problem with stands in a venue is they 

create trip hazards and they clutter up an 
already beautiful space,” says Jared.

In the first scenario, Jared has mount-
ed a speedlight to the thick curtain at 
the reception to create fill light in that 
side of the room using the RapidMount 
EasyGrip. Next, Jared uses the inno-
vative RapidMount SLX to mount two 
speedlights to windows to backlight head 
table and room.

If you have a flat, vertical surface, you 
have a place to mount your speedlight. 
The RapidMount SLX mounts directly to 

any smooth, lightly textured or painted 
surface such as drywall, veneer, glass, 
mirror, laminate, fiberglass, metal, tile, 
porcelain and marble using the included 
specially-formulated, pressure-activated 
RapidStrips, which remove without dam-
age, or leaving any residue.

Opposite the first flash, Jared again 
cross-lights the room by mounting a 
speedlight to a wall mount using the 
RapidMount SuperFlex Arm. Next, Jared 
uses the RapidMount MaxClamp to 
mount a Profoto B2 to the edge of a door 
frame to light the entire room. 

GEAR LIST:
- Cross-light a room with the RapidMount EasyGrip

- Backlit room with two RapidMount SLX

- GoPro mounted with RapidMount PowrGrip

- Setup a microphone using the RapidMount Q20

- Cross-light a room with the RapidMount SuperFlex Arm

- Mount iPhone with RapidMount Q20 and Rock Solid  
 LoPro Phone Mount

- Mount a light with RapidMount MaxClamp

- Slide show at bar on an iPad with AeroTab Universal 
 Tablet System and Rock Solid SuperFlex Arm

by Jared Platt

Jared Platt is a professional wedding and 
lifestyle photographer from Phoenix, Arizona. 
He has been a professional photographer and 
college educator for the past 12 years and has 
been a speaking, debating and lecturing for 
nearly 20 years.

WATCH THE VIDEO

  jaredplatt.com 

  instagram.com/jaredplatt

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m3jHrjxRkzI
https://jaredplatt.com
https://www.instagram.com/jaredplatt
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by Daniel Norton

Mounting Speedlights 
on Location

I’m super excited to show the images Seth Miranda and I produced on this 
collaborative shoot. We had a very challenging location that we knew could 
be used to create some magic and just needed the right model, concept and 
gear to make it happen.

As a photographer out on location, bringing lightstands isn’t an always an 
option. Space, power, and other factors can lead to those bulky stands from 
leaving the studio.

Thankfully, there’s other ways to bring light to your shoot while out in the 
world. In this video we created beautiful, studio quality portraits with mod-
el Natalie Scarlett using battery operated speedlights and grip gear from 
Tether Tools.

We took to the stairwell/chimney of my studio, in a precarious place where 
lightstands simply wouldn’t work as the area couldn’t be blocked with 
stands. In the video, you’ll see that we mount a keylight with softbox to a 
pipe using the Tether Tools Rock Solid Master Articulating Arm and Rock 
Solid Master Clamp.

Then, a second speedlight with gel behind the model to help add dimension 
to the image using the smaller RapidMount EasyGrip Kit.

WATCH THE VIDEO

Daniel Norton is a New York City based portrait 
and fashion photographer and lighting consultant 
for still and motion shooters.

  dnphoto.com 

  instagram.com/danielnorton

  lastxwitness.com  

  instagram.com/lastxwitness

Seth Miranda

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P4S2gbAQMZ4
http://www.dnphoto.com/
https://www.instagram.com/danielnorton/
http://lastxwitness.com
https://www.instagram.com/lastxwitness/
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Mount your speedlight to smooth, lightly textured, or painted surfaces such as 
drywall, glass, tile, and more, then remove easily without damage or leaving residue. 

    LIMITED TIME OFFER- GET 10% OFF     PROMO CODE: OFFCAMERAGUIDE

Turn Ordinary into Extraordinary with 
an Off-Camera Flash in Tight Spaces

Photo: Sunshine & Reign

RapidMount SLX

Utilizes double-sided 
adhesive RapidStrips

https://www.tethertools.com/product/rapidmount-slx-with-rapidstrips/?utm_source=offcameraflashguide&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=slx_ad
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Greek Inspired 
Portrait Shot 

WE WERE ABLE TO 
ACHIEVE THE LOOK WE 
WERE GOING FOR WITH-
OUT TRAVELING HALFWAY 
ACROSS THE WORLD

The concept of this shoot was to bring 
the streets of Santorini Greece into the 
studio. I wanted a vibrant outdoor feel 
for a fashion shoot, but unfortunately 
shooting on location wasn’t an option. 
With just a few simple props and an ex-
tremely simple lighting setup, we were 
able to achieve the look we were going 
for without traveling halfway across the 
world.

The setup for this shot was extremely 
simple. I wanted the final image to look 
as natural as possible, so, I decided to 
just use one light to mimic the sun. I 
chose to use a single Paul C. Buff Ein-
stein with a diffused silver beauty dish. 
This created a hard-light source that was 
still natural and beautiful. I placed my 
model in the corner of an L-Wall with 
a roll of blue seamless paper taped to 
one side to add some color to the scene. 

I almost always shoot tethered whether 
I’m on location or in the studio. I like 
having everyone on set be able to view 
the images in real time and give their 
feedback. That way the shoot can go as 
smooth as possible and no time is wast-
ed. I also like not having to transfer the 
images from a card to my computer. It 
may seem silly, but it saves me a lot of 
time in the long run.

The biggest challenge I ran into during 
this shoot was keeping the energy level 
up on set. I wanted to be able to shoot 
rapidly and have my model move around, 
but with the look, I was going for, my 
strobe was almost at full power which 
made for a longer recycle time. I didn’t 
want to wait for the strobe to fire again, 
so I bumped my ISO up to 800 and low-
ered the power of my strobe which al-
lowed me to shoot fast without missing 
a single shot.

For this shot, I just did some basic skin 
retouching and slight levels adjustment 
in capture one. Nothing crazy, but I 
wanted the final image to look as natural 
as possible.

I had pretty minimal gear for this shot. 
Other than the L-Wall prop, and my 
actual lighting, there wasn’t much oth-
er gear. I shot with a Tamron 70-200 
f/2.8 lens because I wanted to be able to 
shoot a variety of looks and that lens is 
extremely versatile in my opinion. I was 
using a 15’ TetherPro USB cable with a 15’ 
USB extension to give me some addition-
al room to move around while I shot.

In the spirit of keeping things simple, 
I had a pretty bare bones crew as well. 
My model styled and did her own make-
up, and I just had one photo assistant. 
Sometimes I find that working with a 
small crew helps the shoot go faster and 
smoother.

by Jeff Carpenter of Ready Light Media

Photo: Adam Sanner

WATCH THE VIDEO

  readylightmedia.com 

  instagram.com/ 
       readylightmedia

Jeff Carpenter and Readylight 
Media is a team of some of the 
most talented photographers, 
videographers, graphic design-
ers and media professionals in 
the Nashville area.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MtKymbPbWLk
http://www.readylightmedia.com
https://www.instagram.com/readylightmedia/
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Fire Whip

The concept was to capture fire and 
movement in a dramatic portrait. I’ve al-
ways been fascinated by circus perform-
ers and see them as superheroes of pub-
lic entertainment. The idea of a “femme 
fatale” ringmaster with a flaming whip 
wasn’t that far from my previous shoots 
with the “Wall of Fire”.

This was the very first time I’ve tried 
using a 6’ bullwhip - on fire - in a shoot. 
Besides the unknown of how the leather 
would absorb and burn, I was concerned 
the speed of the whip would blow out 
the flame. Another technical challenge 
would be finding a balance between am-
bient exposure for the background with 
burning whip and a single flash pop to 
freeze the model. Amazingly enough, 
after practicing our timing, the first shot 
was one of the best images of the 30 odd 
frames exposed. We could have shot 
longer but the fire burned thru the inner 
cord of the whip. We only purchased two 
props for the shoot.

The setup was a simple cross light pat-
tern to deliver enough power to light the 
model, freeze the moment but not over-
power the dark alley. The Interfit Pho-
tographic S1 with XP PhotoGear A100 
Speedbox was placed on camera left 
aiming slightly in front of the model. The 
front diffusion panel was removed to use 
the more specular silver finish - inside 
the modifier - to bring out the velvet tex-
ture of the ringmaster coat.

A small flash, Interfit TLi-N was mount-
ed on flat metal downspout diagonal 
from the main light. Using the Rapid-
Mount SLX for the flash was crucial to 

proper placement without using an extra 
light stand and removing it in post-pro-
cessing. This cross backlight helped add 
separation of the model and her outfit 
from the much darker background.

After the light was set, we practiced 
the timing of the whip movement and 
settled with a shutter speed of one sec-
ond. The aperture of f8 cut the available 
light down enough to keep bleeding to a 
minimum during the movement of the 
model. The flash was set to rear curtain 
sync and would flash to freeze the mod-
el at the end of the exposure. We gave a 
countdown and on 3, the model began 
the whip swing as I clicked the shutter to 
start the process. The slow shutter speed 
exposed the flaming whip, distant back-
ground lights and some movement of the 
model with the final flash freezing her in 
a forward aggressive pose at the end of 
the swing.

Shooting with the Case Air was key to 
having a larger monitor, in this case, the 
Apple iPad, to review the shots to make 
small tweaks and zoom in easily to judge 
the balance between the ambient and 
flash exposures. Using a tethered system 
helps the photographer, talent, and crew 
stay on the same page of the concept. 
When shooting with a commercial client, 
I find that the sessions are more produc-
tive and shoot less since content, focus 
and exposure are more accurately visible 
with a larger screen.

One note on using the iPad with tether-
ing on site. I’ve used just about every on-
line iPad holder and nothing is as sturdy, 
reliable and safe as the AeroTab. Don’t 

get suckered into inferior products that 
will jeopardize your $800 iPad. You will 
save so much more than money when 
you invest in the best solution for your 
gear.

The images were imported into Light-
room, culled and edited using DVLOP 
tone curves. I used a curve and preset 
with low contrast blacks for a nice film-
like look but still kept the vibrant warm 
tones. Using PhotoShop, I layered two of 
the best images and blended the flames 
on the whip to increase the fire and visi-
ble travel trail. I also used the dodge tool 
for brightening the fire.

We have a great relationship with Vail 
Model Management so one phone call to 
Eric Epperly and we got Macy onboard 

for the shoot. While the idea had been 
percolating in my brain for a few weeks, 
this shoot was worked out in about 24 
hours. The fact our talent was a red-
head, fit the ringmaster outfit perfectly 
and wasn’t afraid to play with a whip on 
fire was a bonus. I guess it’s hard to be 
stealthy shooting in a popular area, even 
if it’s a dark alley in Oklahoma City and 
we were spotted by another photogra-
pher Christian finishing his shoot. He 
was wonderful in volunteering a hand 
with some BTS video. Special thanks to 
my wife Terri for being the fire master 
with soaking, adjusting, lighting and ex-
tinguishing the props. Never shoot fire 
alone and always use someone you fully 
trust because the pretty dancing flames 
can get out of hand quickly. No one was 
injured on this shoot.

by Robert Trawick

GEAR LIST:
- Nikon D800E with Nikon 85mm f.18

- Vanguard Auctus Plus 323CT with BBH-300

- Interfit Photographic S1, 500w Battery Powered Strobe

- XP PhotoGear A100 Speedbox with outer diffuser panel removed

- Interfit Photographic TLi-N Flash

- Tether Tools Case Air Wireless System connected to Apple iPad Air 2

- Tether Tools AeroTab Universal Tablet System

- Tether Tools RapidMount SLX with Rapid Strips

THE TEAM
- Robert Trawick: photographer & coffee drinker

- Terri Trawick: fire master & grip & video

- Shannon Bailey: makeup and wardrobe

- Macy Statton: talent with Vail Model Management

- Christian Bruggeman: fire watcher & video

- John Doe: bicyclist removed in post processing

WATCH THE VIDEO

THE SLOW SHUTTER SPEED EXPOSED THE FLAMING 
WHIP WITH THE FINAL FLASH FREEZING THE MODEL

Robert has been called “the most interesting photographer in Oklahoma”, 
and loves sharing the knowledge, tricks and passion for the craft honed 
over a 30+ year career. A self-professed ‘time-traveler’, Robert has been 
active in the industry since 1980 and received much of his formal training 
during a twenty-year career as an USAF photojournalist. 

  trawickimages.com 

  instagram.com/trawickimages

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M4ElYVd0ra8&feature=youtu.be
www.trawickimages.com
https://www.instagram.com/trawickimages/
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Flash Modifiers
The way they were meant to be.

Photo by Tony Chicas

https://interfitphotographic.com/
https://magnetmod.com/
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Sunshine & Reign Photography 
(Amii and Andy Kauth) is 
based out of Phoenix, Arizona, 
and photographs weddings all 
over Arizona and the United 
States. We’re modern and 
artistic. And we’re certain of 
the fact that we’re wedding 
photographers for the raddest 
of rad souls.

RapidMount 
PowrGrip Kit
IT’S NOT ALWAYS PRACTICAL AND NOT ALWAYS BEST PRACTICE TO THROW UP 
A STAND WHEN PEOPLE ARE DANCING AND CHILDREN ARE RUNNING ABOUT

How We Shot It: Getting Ready
Because our lighting assistant can’t always stand on a dresser while also holding a “kicker 
light”, and because we can’t always cram a light stand into small places, we love to use a 
variety of mounting systems in our kit. On one occasion, we attached the PowrGrip to 
a mirror to help us out while chasing the infamous hairspray/perfume/mist image. We 
mounted the PowrGrip to a mirror, threw a MagMod MagGrid on our SB-910, and had at 
it. If you look closely, you’ll see our lighting assistant crouched down behind our bride.

How We Shot It: The Gondola Lift
Very recently, we photographed a wedding in Telluride, Colorado. We knew we were going 
to have the opportunity to get in a gondola lift with our clients and wanted to create some 
memorable portraits inside the gondola lift itself. PowrGrip to the rescue, along with a bit 
of help from a MagMod MagGrid and A & M Film and Photo’s Prism!

How We Shot It: Reception Lighting
One of our absolute favorite parts of a wedding is the reception because we love a party: 
the dancing, the joy, and all that celebrating well into the late night/early hours of the 
morning are right up our alley. And while our favorite option for securing our off-camera 
flash at a reception is our lighting assistant + a softbox (we prefer the Westcott Rapid Box 
– 26” Octa Softbox), it’s not always practical and not always best practice to throw up a 
stand when people are dancing and children are running about. In the case of this recep-
tion, we got creative and used the PowrGrip to mount our light to one of the DJ’s speakers.

Despite being prime lens, off-camera 
flash wedding photographers, we try not 
to be gear heavy, and we don’t like com-
plicated. Tether Tools is right there with 
us in the respect that their RapidMounts 
make things easier. The designs and 
quality are legit; the myriad of options 
is impressive, and there’s really a mount 
for every budget.

One of the more extraordinary products 
we’ve found is the RapidMount Powr-
Grip Kit and in this article we demon-
strate how we used it across the course 
of several weddings. From capturing our 
clients getting ready to lighting recep-
tions, the PowrGrip allowed us to get the 
light where we needed it, despite chal-
lenging environments and situations.

The RapidMount PowrGrip Kit ($67.90) 
mounts speedlight flashes securely to 
any non-porous surface. It’s particular-
ly useful for glass surfaces like windows 
and mirrors, but we also stuck it to a 
DJ’s speakers when we needed to mount 
a light in a specific location in order to 
safely get the shot we wanted at a recep-
tion. Its uses are pretty endless, depend-
ing upon your own creativity and needs.

The PowrGrip isn’t just a suction cup, 
though, because while a standard suc-
tion cup presses against a surface and 
then creates a seal by pulling away from 
the surface, the PowrGrip has a vac-
uum cup that uses a spring-balanced, 
hand-actuated pump to efficiently re-
move air from between the rubber pad 

and the attaching surface. Thus, it cre-
ates a longer-lasting hold; it’s the same 
tech used for transporting large pieces of 
glass and mirrors. And the PowrGrip is 
enhanced with a red-line indicator that 
warns if there is a drop in its holding 
power. That’s smart.

The PowrGrip has a ¼"-20 thread for 
mounting not just speedlights but cam-
eras and a variety of other gear as well 
(tablets, e.g.). It supports weights up 
to 10lbs and includes the Tether Tools’ 
Lifetime Warranty. It has a 4.5" diame-
ter mounting pad, a removable bullhead 
assembly, comes in non-reflective black, 
and includes a pad protector (the red 
piece on the bottom).

by Sunshine & Reign Photography

WATCH THE VIDEO

  sunshineandreign.com 

  instagram.com/ 
       sunshineandreign

Unlike a suction cup mount 
that is pressed onto a surface 
and then creates a seal by 
pulling away from the sur-
face, PowrGrip vacuum cups 
use a hand-actuated pump to 
efficiently remove air from 
between the rubber pad and 
the attaching surface, cre-
ating a much more reliable, 
longer lasting hold.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JhIPZRF35yI&t=22s
https://www.sunshineandreign.com
https://www.instagram.com/sunshineandreign/
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 Joshua Tree 
Engagement Session
THIS IS OUR FAVORITE SET UP ON LOCATION BECAUSE IT’S RELATIVELY LIGHT 
WHILE GIVING US 500WS OF LIGHT AND SUPPORT OF HIGH-SPEED SYNC

This shoot was an engagement session 
for our best friends - Camila & Chris. 
We met them a little over a year ago at 
the Creative Morning event here in San 
Diego and instantly became awesome 
friends. Camila & Chris have a social 
media marketing company and Camila is 
also a fashion blogger (@camilarpontes). 

We are honored to photograph their 
wedding next year in Brazil and for their 
engagement session, we wanted to do 
something more special. We decided 
to go to Joshua Tree because Camila is 
a huge U2 fan and obviously the Joshua 
Tree National Park has a special place in 
each U2 Fan’s heart (because of one their 
most famous album Joshua Tree).

We planned to shoot for two days in 
the Joshua Tree National Park and the 
photos in this post are from the first 
day when we decided together to have 
a slightly more formal feel. Camila was 
wearing a beautiful red dress and Chris a 
nice blue suit. Camila also made her own 
bouquet out of silk and plastic flowers. 
Seriously, look at that bouquet and tell 
me it doesn’t look 100% real! Camila did 
an amazing job creating it.

During the first day of the shoot, we 
wanted to show Camila’s and Chris love 
toward each other, their modern chic 
feel and also their fun nature. Each of 
the four photos we selected has a slightly 
different feel to it and show Camila and 
Chris in a different way. 

The first day when we photographed at 
the park we decided to go on the hike to 
the Barker Dam. It’s not a long trail with 
only a couple of miles each way but we 
needed to travel light. My assistant and 
behind-the-scene video shooter was my 
wife Sasha who was also carrying our 
3-month old daughter - Savannah! Check 
at the end of the video how this was han-
dled! 

So, because I had to carry everything, I 
decided to go very light - camera body 
(Canon 5D Mark IV), 3 lenses - Canon 
24-70, 70-200 and Sigma 85mm f1.4 Art 
(big thanks to Hunt’s for lending us this 
beautiful lens). For lighting, we used 
Phottix Indra 500 triggered with a  Phot-
tix Odin II for Canon. This is our favorite 

WE DECIDED TO GO TO JOSHUA 
TREE NATIONAL PARK BECAUSE 
CAMILA IS A HUGE FAN OF THE 
BAND U2 AND JOSHUA TREE 
HAS A SPECIAL PLACE IN EACH 
U2 FAN’S HEART

set up on location because it’s relatively 
light while giving us 500ws of light and 
support of High-Speed Sync. We also 
used one simple modifier - Phottix Luna 
II Folding Beauty Dish. We love this 
beauty dish modifier on location because 
it’s super easy to assemble, with nice 
quality of light and removable deflector 
to get more power when needed. 

Our first main challenge that day was the 
quickly changing and decreasing light as 
we were shooting till sunset. The second 
challenge, especially toward the end of 
the day was the strong wind that made it 
hard for Sasha to hold the light and also 
shoot some behind the scenes shots. The 
third challenge was the fact that we had 
to feed Savannah a few times during the 
session. 

In the first two photos, we used the 
off-camera flash just to open up a bit 
the shadows without losing the beauty 
of natural light that afternoon. It was a 
bit cloudy so we had the nicely diffused 

natural light. We wanted to just slight-
ly accentuate the light on Camila and 
Chris. In both photos, the light is actual-
ly feathered so only the edge of it lights 
the couple. For the first two photos, we 
did very little editing in Adobe RAW and 
Photoshop. Basically just adding a bit of 
contrast, delicate dodging and burning, 
and final selective sharpening. 

For the two sunset photos, we wanted 
a bit more dramatic feel. For that rea-
son, we underexposed the ambient light 
and used the light on Camila and Chris 
so they stand out more against the gor-
geous sunset sky. For the sunset photos, 
we did a bit more editing in Camera RAW 
to get the details out of the sky and the 
rocks to enhance the natural sky colors. 
We also used NIK Color Efex Pro with 
Detail Extractor at very low opacity and 
Pro Contract filters. We had to do a bit 
more clean up as there were some peo-
ple around us and a small piece of cloud 
was distracting. Then we applied final 
selective sharpening.

WATCH THE VIDEO

Yaneck & Sasha are the founding partners of WASIO photography 
and WASIO faces. They’ve been serving Chicago & Midwest clients 
for over 10 years and recently expanded business to Southern Cali-
fornia. WASIO has been selected as Top 3 Wedding Photographers 
in Chicago, Top 5 Wewdding Photographers in San Diego, and Top 
5 Portrait Photographers in San Diego.

by WASIO Photography

  wasiophotography.com 

  instagram.com/wasio

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7rZ6J7qslQo
https://www.wasiophotography.com/
https://www.instagram.com/wasio/
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PAUL C. BUFF, INC. 
PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHIC L IGHTING
NASHVILLE, TN |  800.443.5542

pau lcbuf f .com |  @paulcbuf f inc |  #paulcbuf f

WHO WE ARE PAUL C. BUFF, INC.

QUALITY    RELIABILITY    AFFORDABILITY    VERSATILITY    ACCOUNTABILITY

With a vast product selection ranging from 

flash units, modifiers, replacement bulbs, 

and everything in betweeen, we pride 

ourselves on not only providing you with 

the equipment to bring your vision to life, 

but also with the support from the BEST 

customer service team in the industry!

Our focus remains on innovation, ingenuity,  

and providing our customerswith the best 

experience when choosing their lighting 

equipment.

OUR FOUNDER, MENTOR, AND FRIEND

For years, it has been our mission to advance Paul C. Buff, Inc. in the spirit 
of innovation and originality upon which it was founded. With gratitude
for everything that Paul has taught us, we honor his memory by continuing
to serve our customers with the outstanding products, support,  
and Golden Rule standards, that he initiated. 
Paul blazed the trail and we keep marching ahead!

PAUL CONRAD BUFF 1936 - 2015

Go from hobby to profession
with Paul C. Buff, Inc.

EQUIPMENT USED

- EinsteinTM 640 Flash Unit

- 86” Soft Silver PLMTM Umbrella

- CyberSyncTM Transceiver

- CyberSyncTM Trigger Transmitter 2

PHOTO: Kimberly Nail
MODEL: Mary Catherine Freeman

ISO: 250   SS: 1/160 sec.   Aperture: f/11   Focal Length: 35mm

The professional LED with unmatched features.

Simplify Your Lighting

FJWESTCOTT.COM/SOLIX
Kits from $449.90

Solix patent pending. 
©F.J. Westcott Co. 
All rights reserved.

https://www.paulcbuff.com/
https://www.fjwestcott.com/solix
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Speedlights 
on Location

THE RAPID BOX HELPS FILL IN THAT EXTRA 
BIT OF LIGHT ON THE FACE, WE GET THAT 
BEAUTIFUL SPARKLE ON  THE EYES, AND 
THE REST OF THE LIGHT TAPERS OFF INTO 
THE BACKGROUND

In this video we’re out at the Red 
Rocks Amphitheatre in Colorado, 
with full day sun which was not the 
best time of day to shoot, causing us 
to look for areas with great shade. For 
my main lighting I’m using a speed-
light with a Westcott Rapidbox and 
have a bare speedlight with a tung-
sten gel in the background that is two 
stops darker than the main light so 
that it’s not overpoweringly bright.

I used this setup because the light is 
coming in but not in the direction we 
want it, the Rapidbox helps fill in that 
extra bit of light. This is a very sim-
ple setup, we’re trying to recreate the 
beauty of the red rock and get beauti-
ful light on the face.

Zach Gray is half of the 
husband and wife photogra-
phy and business coaching 
team, Zach & Jody, based in 
Nashville, Tennessee. Known 
originally for their striking 
and distinct wedding portrai-
ture work, Zack and Jodi Gray 
have since found great success 
with photography business 
coaching and software, 
and their highly successful 
IN-CAMERA workshops.

by Zach Gray

WATCH THE VIDEO

  zachandjody.com 

  instagram.com/zachgray

https://youtu.be/AgKwBalV12g
http://www.zachandjody.com/
https://www.instagram.com/zachgray/
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On Set with 
Rapper Camm

For this shoot, I used gels, mixing am-
bient light with strobes to create hip-
hop oriented portraits for hip-hop art-
ist Camm’s web content. The first shot 
you’ll see is in-studio, I used a beauty 
dish that was above the subject with 
a blue gel. Then to the subject’s right I 
used a strobe with a standard reflector 
with a red gel.

Shooting tethered was huge for this pro-
ject in studio, and I when I started shoot-
ing tethered it immediately changed the 
way I shot. First, it allows me to see in 
detail what I was shooting. Second, it al-
lowed me to make a preset, so I can see 
closer to how the photos will look in post.

I do a lot of different colored lighting set-
ups with long exposures. The biggest chal-
lenge for me when shooting these type 
of photos is getting the right movement 
and exposure and color all in one photo.

When it came time for post-processing 
on this shoot I spent a lot of time color 
correcting on Capture One and also skin 
retouching on PhotoShop.

Before the shoot, I spent time in pre-pro-
duction creating mood-board for this 
shoot. When it came to gear I used a 
Canon camera with a 24-70mm 2.8, 1 
DigiBee Strobe, 1 AlienBee strobe, Mac-
Book Pro and my Tether Tools TetherPro 
USB Cable. 

Rob Christian Crosby spends most of his 
time either taking photos or thinking about 
it. It started as an interest, but now Rob 
has found in it a profession.
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